Picket Fence Studios – Slimline Whale Card

Technique: heat embossing/water coloring

Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: about 30 – 45 minutes

STAMPS:
Picket Fence Studios
A Fishy Lot
You Were Mermaid for Me

INKS:
Picket Fence Studios Black Hybrid Ink
Distress Oxide Inks:
Salty Ocean
Tumbled Glass
Squeezed Lemonade
Wilted Violet
Copic Markers:
Browns: E51, E31, E33
Pinks: RV63, RV55, RV66
Greens: YG03, YG17, YG67
Blues: B12, B16, B24

ACCESSORIES:
Heat Tool
A fishy Lot coordinating Dies
Slim Line Nested Rectangles Dies
¼” Scor Tape
Score Pal Mini
Misti Stamping Tool
Post It Tape

Die Cutting Machine
Slim Line Rising Sun Stencil
Life Changing Blending Brushes
Bearly White glue
Silicone Bone Folder
Stamp scrubber
Sparkle Paper Glitz

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
HammerMill White

7 x 8-1/2, score on 7” side at 3-1/2 – card base
4-1/4 x 11 – die cut the card front
5-1/2 x 8-1/2 – stamp all the images

DIRECTIONS:
1. Cut, fold, and score the card base and set aside.
2. Place the half sheet of white card into the Misti and stamp all the images needed in black Hybrid Ink.
3. Use the Blending tools to add Tumbled Glass Distress Oxide Ink over the entire surface of the card front. It doesn’t need to be even.
4. Add Salty Ocean Distress Oxide Ink around the edges.
5. Use the Heat Tool to dry the ink.
6. Secure the card front to your work surface and lay the Slim Line Rising Sun stencil over it.
7. Secure it with post it tape and add the Squeezed Lemonade ink through the stencil.

TIP – you will find that the stencil doesn’t go all the way to the bottom, once you have the top portion done, use the post it tape to tape off the rays and finish adding the yellow all the way down.
I show this in the video.

8. Use the small bubble stamps and the Salty Ocean ink to add bubbles across the piece.
9. Die cut the whale and use the blending brushes to add a light layer of ink around his edges, starting with Tumbled Glass, then Salty Ocean and finally Wilted Violet.
10. Color the other images with copic markers and cut out.
11. Attach the ocean floor pieces to the card front, flip over and trim from the back.
12. Use the Scor Tape to attach the card front to the card base.
13. Use Foam Squares to attach the art pieces to the card front.
14. Use a small amount of the paper glitz and rub it over the ocean floor pieces with your finger.
15. Clean stamps with the stamp scrubber

Happy Stamping
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Life Changing Blender Brushes: 4-Pack...
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Black Hybrid Ink Pad – Picket Fence...

Original MISTI Version 2.0 – Picket...
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Scotch 3M POST-IT MASKING Labeling...
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